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Charlotte Moth, Still from In unexpected places, in unexpected lights and colours, (sculpture made to be filmed), 
2012. Black-and-white digital video transferred from 16mm, silent, 3 min. 

I met Charlotte Moth in August 2012 in Paris, where she lives and works. She was preparing for an 
isolated year in the residency of Schloss Solitude in Stuttgart following her first major solo exhibition, 
at the Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève, which had just closed. We spent the afternoon looking 
through images of the exhibition, which brought together photographs, sculptures, and films made 
since the beginning of her Travelogue, a collection of images of exterior and interior architectural 
spaces without chronological or geographical indicators that evolves via processes of accumulation 
and deferral. The exhibition also included two works by her frequent collaborators Falke Pisano and 
Peter Fillingham. 

Having followed her practice since that first meeting, we reconnected earlier this year in the context 
of a screening program I organized at the Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam (SMBA) called “The 
Color of Capital.” Immersing myself in her work in preparation for this event, I noticed for the first 
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time its profound resonance with the rise of object-oriented ontology in curatorial and artistic 
practice, an approach that investigates the “relation between persons and things while denying the 
hierarchical superiority of the human subject,” as described by Emily Apter. Without naming it as 
such, the following conversation excavates these ontologies in Moth’s work, focusing in particular on 
her most recent film The story of a different thought, which will be shown throughout this year at 
installations in The Temporary Gallery in Cologne, the Skulpturenmuseum Glaskasten in Marl, and 
De Vleeshal in Middelburg, and also screened alongside other of her films at the Centre Pompidou 
on September 25th as part of their Prospectif Cinéma series. In 2015, Moth will show a newly 
commissioned work in a solo exhibition at Tate Britain’s Archive Room. 

Jennifer Burris After the screening of two of your films—Study for a 16mm film (2011) andStudy for a 
Travelogue in Motion (2012)—at SMBA this past March, I was asked a couple of technical questions 
that I couldn’t fully answer. Perhaps the most straightforward of which was about your decision to 
shoot in 16mm before transferring to digital. Maybe this is a good place to start? 

Charlotte Moth Well, to begin, I suppose it’s good to look at the first photo films that I made, which 
were composed of scanned photographs. Works such as Maeve and Sadie, both made in 2010, 
were developed from sending a box of selected images from my Travelogue to Sadie Murdoch and 
Maeve Connolly alongside a recording device. In effect, this resulted in two recordings, used in the 
films, of two people looking at the same set of photographs, but of course having two very different 
responses. The images came from 35mm negatives because in the Travelogue, for example, I 
never work with a digital camera—in part because I started off working with negatives, but also 
because of its connotation to the hard copy: the idea that there is a physical surface or imprint to the 
image. So when I started making films out of these photographs, I was already working in between 
analog and digital. It was just a very natural process. 

Study for a 16mm film, on the other hand, was actually the first moving image work I made. I was 
interested in this format because it extended my previous process: 16mm film is made up of a series 
of single images. I was also very interested in the relationship to light, materiality, and color that I 
could achieve only with film. There is also this beautiful thing, similar to analog photography, which 
is that you don’t get to immediately see what you’ve done. There’s always a surprise. Things are 
overexposed. You take a risk. There is a delay between doing something and seeing something, 
and I really like to work with this kind of deferral. 

But I also really wanted an experience that was silent, without the sound of a projector going on in 
the background. This desire for silence is tied to the context in which the film was made. I was doing 
a residency in Porto at the Fundação de Serralves, and the space they had found for me to work in 
was previously a school for deaf children. Its curriculum was anti-gestural, which basically means 
that the children weren’t allowed to sign. They were made to speak. I think the school used quite 
harsh methods in order to achieve that. I spent three months in the presence of that history, thinking 
about silence and visual forms of communication. The name for the show at the end of the residency 
was Visual Speech. 

JB And this is what compelled the transfer to digital? 

CM It’s definitely one very strong part of the decision. I can also be quite critical of myself, and 
perhaps I was concerned about the aesthetic quality of the imagery. I didn’t want to deal with the 
aesthetics of the machinery that produced the image as well. So it was, in part, a result of natural 
transitions between analog and digital already in my work, but also an awareness of the asceticism 
and nostalgia that the medium can evoke. 
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Charlotte Moth, Stills from Study for a 16mm film, 2011. Color digital video transferred  
from 16mm film, silent, 11 min 28. Instituto Araujo, Porto, Serralves Foundation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

JB When you first arrived in Serralves, did you know that the space you would be working in was 
this former school or was the violence of that history something that unfolded over time?  

CM I don’t think I realized the extent of it–it takes time to reach an understanding of a place that you 
come to stay at. Porto is just so beautiful. It’s right by the sea, so the light is incredible. I knew that 
they had found a space for me, and that it was a school, but it wasn’t until I was there that the actual 
reality or atmosphere started to sink in. It’s not like I planned to make a work that would be directly in 
response to that situation, but you’re inevitably formed by a context. 

JB Speaking of contexts, the first time we met you were about to go to Stuttgart for a residency at 
Akademie Schloss Solitude. How was that? 

CM That name is not a euphemism. I did meet some really incredible people, and I think that’s 
something that will stay with me. I met Joshua Edwards, who is a poet and writer from Texas. We 
went on a sixteen-kilometer walk, from castle to castle, talking and thinking about our approaches to 
working and how writing and the image are types of translation. We chatted about everything on that 
walk, it was wonderful for me and the beginning of a friendship with Josh resulting in many ideas we 
have not had the opportunity to develop yet. I also met Rebecca Loewen, who is a very talented 
architect from Winnipeg. There were many other great people as well. But I think Rebecca and Josh 
became the people whom I really wanted to develop projects with. 
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During this time, I was given a great opportunity from Die Kunstproduzenten, which is a new 
initiative set up by a nonprofit space in Cologne called The Temporary Gallery. Die 
Kunstproduzenten works with different partner institutions across Northern Europe to produce work 
in electronic form. I was the test artist for this, which was a great thing to be able to do, because 
you’re also helping to define the project’s boundaries. The first collaborating institution was the 
Skulpterenmuseum Glaskasten in Marl, about an hour and a half outside of Cologne. I naturally 
ended up wanting to make a new film after seeing this place, which became the site that triggered 
my twenty-eight-minute epic, The story of a different thought(2014). 

 
 

Charlotte Moth, Still from The story of a different thought, 2014. 16mm footage digitally transferred, 35mm colour scanned 
negatives, digital photographs, digital steady cam footage, 28 min. The script includes conversations with architect 

Rebecca Loewen DIN projects, Winnipeg, Canada and poems by Joshua Edwards. Narration by Keith Collins and Caroline 
Hancock. Produced by Die Kunstprodunzenten, Cologne. 

JB This film seems to coalesce elements of your work that had previously remained physically apart, 
for example, a collection of essays presented alongside a silent film, both of which can also circulate 
independently from one another. I’m thinking in particular about Alice D. Peinado’s text “Continuous 
Trajectories—Broken Utopias,” which developed out of conversations she had with you in 2011. 
Reading this essay, which looks at notions of time and place in Ibiza, particularly in the context of 
Dada artist Raoul Haussmann’s travels there during the 1930s, deeply informed how I understand 
your film Study for a Travelogue in Motion, as well as your Travelogue more broadly. This unfolding 
of meaning seems somehow condensed in your new work, where the relationships and influences 
are present in the film itself through voiceover narrative. 

CM Pandora’s box is the best way to describe this work. I am still digesting it. This also describes 
the museum in Marl, which is an incredible building. It was a very luxurious thing to be able to 
research a project for a year, and when you have that possibility it becomes more and more layered. 
Josh and Rebecca also contributed to the film’s narrative. Marl is not far from Stuttgart, and since 
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they were there at that time as well, they could also visit the building. At first, I asked Josh to think 
about what it would mean to write poems in relationship to a particular site. I also asked Rebecca to 
visit it with me, because, even before I had seen the building in Marl she had described another 
building on Lake Manitoba in Winnipeg that is built on sand. Located on the shoreline of the lake, its 
foundations are always shifting, never stable. The weather conditions are also incredibly volatile: 
there is a lot of flooding, heavy snow, and extreme heat. Responding to these conditions, the 
architectural firm where Rebecca works, DIN Projects, built a house called Twin Beaches that has 
floors that can be heightened if the water levels rise. Within this building you have all these concepts 
of instability, balance, suspension, and latency at work. 

 
 

Still from The story of a different thought, 2014. 

Learning about Twin Beaches, a building that I had never actually seen, made my first visit to Marl 
feel like a rediscovery, as the same principles of floating and suspension animate the design by the 
Dutch architects Jo van den Broek and Jaap Bakema. Therefore the municipal building, the 
Rathaus, created a natural link between Twin Beaches and resulted in conversations that were then 
elaborated further by intricate stories I discovered during my time in Marl—the collection of works 
inside the building, for example, which is incredible. It’s a long story. 

JB These architectural principles of floating and suspension that you are talking about also seem to 
inhabit the camera’s perspective in the film, which glides over and under stairways. 

CM It was the first time I was shooting in a digital format, so that feeling comes from being able to 
use a Steadicam. The film is a real collage. It’s a prism almost, a multifaceted way of looking or un-
looking. Scanned images from the Travelogue are incorporated as well. Thinking about surfacing in 
architecture and ideas of illusion, I was drawn to paper marbling and Renaissance architecture: the 
confluence of pictorial convention and an imitation of other surfaces. So that led me to Florence. 
There is a scene in the film where a man is putting colored pigment on a surface as he marbles 
paper, which is actually filmed in a workshop in Florence. It was shot on 16mm. 
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Still from The story of a different thought, 2014. 

Rebecca was a great help. I wasn’t able to visit Canada in time, so I asked her to take a lot of 
photographs of Twin Beaches. I asked her to shoot both the interior and exterior in 360 degrees, 
and then send these images to me with a description. These conversations, both visual and textual, 
all somehow ended up in the film. 

JB From how you’ve described Twin Beaches, it sounds very much like an architectural solution to a 
specific geography of instability, whereas the construction of the building in Marl seems more 
ideological. Is that contrast intentional? 

CM There is a contrast. Architects were testing a lot of new construction technologies in the 1950s, 
which is when the Rathaus was built. For example, it was the first building that used concrete 
suspension columns. But obviously, there’s a risk when trying out new techniques, an element of the 
unknown is inherently involved. Concrete has a lifespan. There are huge problems with the hanging 
towers crumbling, and they’ve had to reinforce them from the inside and that process cost the town 
a lot of money. But going back to your question, the flotation system and roof structure of the lower-
lying building did have to do with geographical conditions in Marl. There’s a lot of coal mining in the 
area, and I think the architecture was in part a response to the instability of the earth that it’s sitting 
on. Maybe it has to do with having to spread the load. But it’s fascinating to see the flexibility of 
these concepts, particularly in their ideological relationship to modernism, because in a practical way 
Rebecca and Neil obviously made a building that directly responds to the needs of a specific 
physical place. Whereas van den Broek and Bakema were also responding to the direct needs of a 
project prescribed by the community of the small town that commissioned it. 
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JB There are different ways of thinking about how a building responds to its environment, be it social 
or political or geographic. 

CM There is one comment that van den Broek and Bakema made about wanting their building to 
have as multifunctional and flexible a usage as possible, an attempt to respond to the demands of 
the community that made the project happen. But when something is too broad, it can also get lost. I 
learned a lot from talking with Rebecca about this, and how it intersects with structuralism in 
architecture. 

JB I remember something you said when we first met, which is that your projects often evolve from 
conversation, be it with a specific person, history, or locality. I see this dialogue in your work with 
Hausmann’s archives, which chronicles his travels through Ibiza, and also in the work you made in 
Marfa, Sculpture made to be filmed (2012), which is in conversation with both Donald Judd and the 
Texas landscape. How did you arrive at this process of developing work through conversation? 

CM A lot of it has to do with the thinking process. I’m also working with this in the Travelogue, which 
is like a reserve. It’s about when things are put into action in a certain context. A conversation is a 
process of thinking; thoughts are being constructed as we speak. So it’s about these infinite 
configurations or possibilities that a conversation might take. 

The sculpture I made in Marfa during my residency there echoes this process. It’s six units, or 
boxes, and I worked with a lighting engineer to construct a system of permutations where every unit 
has a different rhythm. If you looked at it for a month, you would never see patterns of the entire 
sculpture repeat. It is as close to infinite as I could possibly imagine in a sculpture. 

JB Why did you start the Travelogue? 

CM It was when I was a student in Canterbury, in response to a series of buildings that I became 
fascinated with. I was starting to make sculptures, which were direct copies of certain features or 
aspects of buildings that had this very imaginative side to them. There was a window at the De La 
Warr Pavilion in Bexhill on Sea, for example, which probably looked like a window you could find in 
many places because it wasn’t very Mendelsohn-like—the 1935 building was designed by architects 
Erich Mendelsohn and Serge Chermayeff—but I added a certain backspace or depth to it, which 
made it quite playful. Another interesting piece of architecture was a space that used to be a disco, 
and outside there was a window with a mirror sectioned to it, so you had this doubling of the image 
in a sense. A piece of work I made about this copying was my very first consideration of architectural 
space. 

JB Is your interest in illusion or surface rooted in this confluence of windows and mirrors? 

CM It’s a continuing system of deferral, I suppose, which functions in many different ways. As I was 
saying, you come back to the same image but treat it in a different way. It’s again this sense of the 
different possibilities or different lives of something, and it is quite interesting to think about how that 
functions within a work. 

JB In an interview with Florence Ostende, you mentioned that you think of the Travelogue as a 
collection rather than an archive: “An archive categorizes something and fixes it in relation to a 
specific meaning. The images in the Travelogue are an ever-growing configuration that shifts in my 
mind as ideas do: one image informs the other so it’s quite unexpected and very much a speculative 
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activity. A collection grows organically; it’s a very practical type of knowledge. Think of André 
Malraux’s Musée Imaginaire, Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas, or Walter Benjamin’s Arcades 
Project. There are many many links inherently woven into this system of collecting, ordering or 
categorizing. I think of it as a cumulus cloud that’s drifting, snowballing in size that enables ideas to 
travel great distances and be put in new contexts.” Why is this distinction between archive and 
collection so important to draw? 

CM It really has to do with questioning the nature of what an archive is. An archive asserts a certain 
truth of something; it professes an authority on what that thing is in a sense. 

 
 

Still from The story of a different thought, 2014. 

JB Even if that truth is radical or counter-hegemonic, it’s still a specific perspective. 

CM Yes, for sure. I was very interested in not making a particular statement about an image, which 
is why I say it’s more like a reserve waiting to be put into action or waiting for a statement to arise. 
These images have a possibility of shape shifting. 

JB There is no “objective” categorization with meta-data and subcategories. 

CM Because then you get lost in the whole system of process and differentiation, which is a bit 
limiting in a way. 

JB Your resistance to categorization is interesting because so many of the images in your collection 
are fragments of modernist architecture, which, to me, evokes an intense desire for a Western 
model of rationality—a very specific, programmatic idea of how one should live translated into three-
dimensional space. 
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CM Well, the building in Marl is truly a modernist architecture, but a lot of the other images are 
hybrids. They’re mixtures trying to be something; there’s a lot of copying. But then again, the idea of 
modernism itself is quite a heavy word, no? The Travelogue is really about how there’s another way 
of looking at these specific things that you can’t really place. Again, I suppose that’s where it comes 
down to being a collection and not an archive. But at the same time, I’m now making a work on this 
very high modernist building that almost nobody knows about, which is quite strange because van 
der Broek and Bakema are really important architects. 

 
 

Still from The story of a different thought, 2014 

JB I had never heard of them before seeing your film. 

CM That’s also very interesting about history, no? How certain things survive and other things are 
forgotten or have these moments of reoccurring. The story of a different thought looks at how a 
building just completed by a young architectural firm in Winnipeg could relate to that conversation or 
history as well. Twin Beaches isn’t even completely finished, actually, so it almost looks like a ruin in 
some of the photos Rebecca sent me. 

JB Like Robert Smithson’s Hotel Palenque (1969-72)? 

CM Definitely. That’s a very important work for me. There is an entropic Smithson moment in there. 

JB You are currently working on a project for Tate Britain’s Archive Room. How do you reconcile this 
context with the distance toward archives you feel in your own work? 

CM Over the last year, I was working in the Archive Room and discovered Barbara Hepworth’s 
sculptural notes and documentation starting in the 1930s up until the ’70s. I became very intrigued 
with this set of images, one in particular. It’s in her London studio, photographed before World War 
II, of a sculpture called One Form (single form) 1937. There’s this white curtain behind the sculpture 
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that seems to be reverberating or resonating, like it’s not keeping still. You have this completely 
blurred backdrop with a sculpture that is quite crisp in front of it. 

JB So the first time this sculpture was visible to the outside world was through this photograph? 

CM Exactly, but I think it was more for her own documentation. But then her studio was bombed 
during the war, and the sculpture was destroyed. Looking into these records further, I just became 
more and more intrigued by how she was employing the image to record her sculptures. Other 
images have a kind of cloud background, so the sculptures almost seem to be levitating in the sky. 
And then there are other images where her sculptures sit next to a tropical-looking houseplant. What 
kind of decision was behind that? In another one the shadows of leaves sort of creep into the top 
left-hand corner, which creates this strange sort of decontextualization of the sculpture. I just 
became fascinated with these images, which tie back to my fascination with Brancusi’s studio: an 
obvious example of the construction of the sculpture photograph. I think these discoveries will 
probably be the basis of my work for the Archive Room, but it’s early yet and I still need to visit 
Hepworth’s studio in St. Ives, where she moved after the war. 

JB Speaking of destruction, or bombing, when I first saw your work it made me think of 
Antonioni’s Zabriskie Point (1970)—particularly if you were to strip the movie’s narrative, leaving just 
the atmosphere and feeling and mood. Do you think about film or intentionally engage with certain 
cinematic histories when making your work? 

CM It’s funny that you should say that because, the other day, I went for a walk with a friend who 
was showing me parts of Paris that I hadn’t seen before. We were walking up the street and I saw 
these strange buildings that felt like they were from the desert, and we both thought that they looked 
like something out of Zabriskie Point. 

I recently went through a serious Cassavetes phase. Shadows (1959) and Faces (1968) are 
extraordinary films. With Shadows, I also like that it doesn’t technically have a script. The film was 
made up as he went along, working with actors who aren’t really actors; a construction that functions 
like the Travelogue in a way. I also love the Indian filmmaker Satyajit Ray. There is one very 
beautiful film of his called The Music Room (1958). I love the beginning of it. It’s strongly 
atmospheric; from the void, this blackness, a chandelier comes swinging and gets bigger and bigger 
and bigger. There’s also a moment when he films a dancer with a really long shot, allowing the 
attention of the viewer to stay with her movements. Just letting vision rest and the shot continue for 
quite awhile. 

Charlotte Moth's exhibition at the Skulpturenmuseum Glaskasten Marl opens September 8, 2014. 
See her Kunstproduzenten production grant here. 

Jennifer Burris is a writer and curator based in Mexico City. She has a PhD from the University of 
Cambridge and was previously the 2011-13 Whitney-Lauder Curatorial Fellow at the Institute of 
Contemporary Art in Philadelphia. 
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Charlotte Moth, Willa Niespodzianka , 2012 Photographie noir et blanc sur panneau dibond — 123 × 180,5 cm 
Courtesy de l’artiste et galerie Marcelle Alix, Paris  

Charlotte Moth 
Villa Surprise  
Passé : 13 septembre → 3 novembre 2012  
 
Que signifient les architectures modernistes que nous croisons sans y penser ? Comment 
rendre compte de ces formes devenues si communes que nous en avons oublié l’origine ? 
Comment les décrire pour qu’elles se mettent à parler de ce qui est, de ce que nous sommes ? 
Charlotte Moth crée pour ainsi dire sa propre anthropologie : 
« Celle qui parlera de nous, qui ira chercher en nous ce que nous avons si longtemps pillé 
chez les autres. Non plus l’exotique, mais l’endoctique » 
Il y a dans ce travail quelque chose de l’infra-ordinaire traqué par Georges Perec. Où est notre 
vie ? Notre corps ? Notre espace ?  
Ces interrogations débordent le champ du « photographique » pour inclure le mouvement et 
les palpitations qui se manifestent à partir d’une grande variété de surfaces, modulées par la 
lumière et la couleur. 
L’exposition Villa Surprise réunit plusieurs œuvres sur des principes de rapprochements et de 
juxtapositions similaires. L’ensemble des réalisations poursuit le débat qui touche aux 
relations complexes qu’entretiennent la photographie et la sculpture. Les œuvres de 
l’exposition contribuent à resserrer ces liens et à définir le rôle des différents médiums utilisés 
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par l’artiste, le film étant de plus en plus présent ces deux dernières années. 
Dans Study for a 16mm film, la caméra de Charlotte Moth scrute des tables recouvertes de 
tissus colorés, sur lesquelles sont présentés différents objets que l’artiste collecte depuis de 
nombreuses années. C’est quasi une activité de sculpteur que révèle le film, lorsque Moth 
négocie patiemment avec les objets, pour modeler d’autres visibilités de l’espace. Les échelles 
se confondent constamment et la sculpture chez l’artiste se regarde souvent comme un objet à 
l’état de maquette, capable de ramener à lui une énergie que l’on peut appeler le vivant. 
C’est également le cas dans In Unexpected Places, in Unexpected Lights and Colours (a 
Sculpture Made to be Filmed), film produit à Marfa au Texas pendant la résidence Fieldwork, 
à partir d’une sculpture lumineuse réalisée par l’artiste et installée à proximité des fameuses 
« boxes » de Donald Judd. Cette « machine » conçue selon des principes énoncés par Raoul 
Hausmann, révèle par le reflet animé d’une finesse technique low-fi, un rapport à son 
environnement qui n’est pas seulement celui de la forme au fond. Tout peut bouger, venir ou 
s’en aller. 
Willa Niespodzianka met en scène la photographie d’une maison moderniste prise à Otwock 
en Pologne et installée in situ pour y être re-photographiée, face au bâtiment. De façon 
imprévisible, la villa avait été détruite entre-temps et le projet ainsi modifié, prenait 
l’apparence d’un hommage à une architecture à l’avenir menacé. Si le motif de la disparition 
semble ici récurrent, alors que la grande affiche de la maison polonaise installée dans la forêt 
côtoie un socle vide photographié aux Buttes-Chaumont, il ne s’agit pas là de se laisser aller à 
un sentiment de vacuité, mais de rendre ces architectures, ces relations internes et 
symboliques, plus permanentes et objectives. 
Le travail de Charlotte Moth montre une aptitude au décloisonnement et une fascination pour 
le redoublement et les différenciations de surface. L’artiste a développé ses dernières années 
un principe qui annule l’opposition fondamentale entre la photographie et la sculpture, 
préférant créer de possibles passerelles entre ces deux médiums telles que les avait imaginées 
Brancusi, lorsqu’il admettait la nécessité de photographier des volumes, pour s’intéresser à 
une sculpture de la surface. Moth considère les effets visuels du volume par l’action 
photographique pour obtenir des situations paradoxales. Comme Brancusi, elle réalise une 
imbrication des opérations de sculpture et de photographie. Mais contrairement à lui, la 
combinatoire des volumes se fait par la photographie et par des choses peu volumineuses et 
même immatérielles comme l’utilisation de la couleur, diffusée par la lumière à partir de 
surfaces transparentes. 
C’est cette capacité à traduire en un seul mouvement une tradition conceptuelle, une 
interrogation fondamentale sur les moyens de l’art, et une vision très précise des buts qu’elle 
se fixe, que nous admirons chez Charlotte Moth. Ce qui est essentiel dans sa démarche est, 
pour nous, une volonté inépuisable de faire et de donner à voir. Elle nous demande 
continuellement ce que nous cherchons dans les œuvres d’art. Et la réponse semble toujours 
égale : une endoctique assumée, une possibilité de remodeler une tradition esthétique sur un 
mode personnel et actuel, sans verser dans la nostalgie ou la réaction. Une posture d’artiste 
qui nous donne les moyens de lire en nous-mêmes. 
 
Marius Babias, Temps et espace : les grandes questions de la peinture 
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Charlotte Moth, .. this was the plane — the variously large and accentuated, but always exactly determined plane — from 
which everything would be made…, 2012 
 123 × 180,5 cm  
Courtesy de l’artiste et galerie Marcelle Alix, Paris  

Charlotte Moth — Villa Surprise 
 « Charlotte Moth — Villa Surprise », Galerie Marcelle Alix du 13 septembre au 3 
novembre 2012.  

Baignées de lumière bleue, deux photographies noir et blanc font se côtoyer végétation 
et architecture. Charlotte Moth, qui collecte depuis des années des photographies 
d’espaces construits, urbains ou ruraux, a fait le choix de la sobriété. La noyade dans 
son univers se fera par l’absence. Absence de signe, absence de sens, les deux clichés 
exposés invitent à la réflexion. 
 

 
Charlotte Moth, Study for a 16mm film, 2011 
 Film 16mm numérisé — 11'28 —  Ed 5 + 1  
Ollection Serralves Foundation, Porto  
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Dans ses œuvres amputées de toute présence humaine, Charlotte Moth dessine le 
bestiaire d’une architecture énigmatique, presque irréelle de par son évidence. 
Questionnant le paysage aussi bien que le regard, ces œuvres déjouent la composition 
classique en érigeant en leur point central un sujet inattendu. Socle standard d’une 
sculpture qui se serait envolée (This was the Plane … ) ou photographie du bâtiment 
posée face à son modèle (Willa Niespodzianka), Charlotte Moth, en soulignant 
l’absence, découpe des natures mortes dans l’espace. Pour mieux les ressusciter dans 
sa vidéo Study for a 16 mm Film qui, à contre-courant, parait presque suggérer une vie 
autonome des objets, animés par le mouvement de caméra, leur disposition dans 
l’espace et leur interaction avec la lumière. 

 
Charlotte Moth, In unexpected places, in unexpected lights and colours (a sculpture made to be 
filmed), 2012  
Film 16mm film transféré sur vidéo — 3' — Ed. 5 + 1  
Vue d’exposition — Centre d’art contemporain de Genève (Suisse), 2012  

 
Dans la vidéo In Unexpected Places, in Unexpected Lights and Colours (A Sculpture 
Made to be Filmed), c’est une de ses sculptures qu’elle met à l’épreuve de l’espace. 
Multipliant les plans de cet agglomérat de caissons lumineux dans différents paysages. 
Peuplant la nature de ses lumières clignotantes, cette structure étonnante devient, au 
long de cette accumulation de plans, le seul élément familier au spectateur. Un contre-
pied subtil qui finit d’étayer cette réflexion autour du regard. Distillant un hypnotique 
romantisme du vide, la Villa Surprise de Charlotte Moth dégage ainsi un charme et 
une bizarrerie indéniables qui témoignent de sa capacité à habiter comme à mettre en 
scène l’espace. 

 

Critique le 16 septembre 2012 — Par Guillaume Benoit  

 

http://slash-paris.com/fr/critiques/charlotte-moth-villa-surprise
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Charlotte Moth, 31, in front of her work 'Behind every surface there is a mystery: a 
hand that might emerge... version 3, 2010', Paris. Photograph: Ed Alcock for the 
Observer Ed Alcock/Observer 
 
CHARLOTTE MOTH chosen by TACITA DEAN 
 
'Her work feels like she's travelling, noticing and absorbing, and is not, 
for the time being, studio-bound or stuck to a particular place or 
orthodoxy," saysTacita Dean of her chosen artist, Charlotte Moth, before 
praising her "eclectic use of materials" and "delicacy of touch". 
Charlotte Moth's art has taken her all over Europe, but it was in her 
hometown, Bexhill-on-Sea, as a teenager that she had her first shiver of 
inspiration: walking past the De La Warr pavilion every Saturday on her 
way to work, she noted with curiosity the white Modernist hulk amid the 
old-world grandeur of the seaside resort. 
Sixteen years on and Moth, 31, is still fascinated by the shapes and 
spaces around her, from apartment blocks to empty streets to striking 
interiors, but is now an established artist who draws on these 
photographic subjects as a sculptor draws on their material. She avoids 

http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/tacita-dean
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restricting herself to one discipline – "I always had a problem at art 
school because they made you choose departments" – and her work 
takes in photography, sculpture and, occasionally, film, theatre and 
music: an exploration of space in all its aspects. 
Moth shares with Dean an interest in analogue – Travelogue, her ever-
growing collection of photographs of spaces such as hotel lobbies, 
seaside resorts and deserted offices is shot entirely on film – and an 
affection for continental Europe: Dean left Britain for Berlin in 2000, 
Slade graduate Moth has lived in Paris, "on and off" for the past four 
years. "It's this idea of displacement that's really important," she says. 
"When you're removed from something, then maybe you can look at it in 
a different way." 
In ParisMost recently, Moth has been working on installations of a 
"sculptural dialogue" between two works – the one a shimmering 
curtain, the second a slide show behind the curtain. She also continues 
to add to Travelogue, in which images are stripped of all context: 
"Someone who comes to see [them] might not have been at the De La 
Warr Pavilion but they might have been to a lido in Cornwall, for 
example, or some exotic place that feels the same. The sense of 
ambiguity is important because there are many readings an image can 
trigger." LD 
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Poetics of Space à la Moth of 
Saint-Ouen 

Caroline Hancock 

Portrait of the artist Charlotte Moth as a 
nomad.  

Once upon a time, Charlotte Moth lived in various 
parts of the South of England, where she developed a 
certain expertise in the seaside resorts along the 
South-East coast from Brighton to Eastbourne, 
Bexhill-on-Sea to Whitstable, Dover to Deal, 
Ramsgate to Margate. Her terrain was the exotics of 
Sussex and Kent. WG Sebald and Michael Bracewell, 
but also Martin Parr and Bill Brandt come to mind and 
set the scene. This is arguably where her Travelogue, 
an ongoing series of analogue photographs, was born. 
There, in the land of disco balls, ice cream cones, 
multicoloured balloons and sequined curtains, she 
tuned her eye to modernist and pseudo-modernist 
architecture, indoor and outdoor leisure-time design. 
Moth’s interests lie in vernacular as well as grand 
architecture or the spaces in between. Industrial, 
urban, quaint, kitsch, quirky or defiantly boring, her 
subjects are timeless spaces of everyday banality. 
They are gloriously passé, out of season, out of synch 
with reality, dysfunctional and transitory – ever 
threatened by sudden gusts of change. To this day, 
wherever she goes, she marvels at the ‘Donald Judd-
like ceilings’ she spots in hotel dining rooms or the 
lobbies of apartment blocks.  
 

Français  

Poétique de l'espace à la Moth de 
Saint-Ouen 

Caroline Hancock 

Portrait de l'artiste Charlotte Moth en 
nomade.  

Il était une fois Charlotte Moth, une jeune artiste 
partie à l'aventure au sud de l'Angleterre pour y 
développer une certaine expertise des stations 
balnéaires. D'une ville à l'autre du sud-est, Moth longe 
la côte de Brighton à Eastbourne, de Bexhill-on-Sea à 
Whitstable, de Douvres à Deal et de Ramsgate à 
Margate. L’exotisme du Sussex et du Kent n'ont plus 
de secret pour elle. L’univers de W.G. Sebald, 
Michael Bracewell, Martin Parr et Bill Brandt n’est 
jamais très loin non plus. C'est sans doute à ce 
moment là que Moth commence son Travelogue, une 
série en cours de photographies argentiques. Au pays 
des boules disco, des cornets de glace, ballons 
multicolores et rideaux à paillettes, son regard se porte 
sur l'architecture moderniste (voire pseudo-
moderniste) et le mobilier de loisir. Elle s'intéresse 
autant aux constructions vernaculaires qu'à la grande 
architecture et à ce qui existe entre les deux. Qu'ils 
soient industriels, urbains, pittoresques, excentriques 
ou carrément ennuyeux, les lieux qui attirent son 
attention sont de nature atemporelle. Ils portent en eux 
la gloire d'un passé révolu : hors du temps et hors 
d'usage, ils sont en décalage total avec la réalité. Ces 
constructions temporaires sont d'une banalité 
quotidienne, sans cesse menacées par les constants 
changements de mode. Où qu'elle aille, Moth 
s'émerveille devant les "plafonds à la Donald Judd" 
qu'elle repère dans le restaurant d'un hôtel ou à l'entrée 
d'une tour d'immeubles.  
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England 
London called and sculpture was her topic at the Slade 
School of Art. Constructivism, brutalism, minimalism 
and conceptualism inform her aesthetic, and hence 
formalist, sensibility. Considering the politics of 
display, presentation and re-presentation (and 
associated terminology), she questions possible 
relations between photography and sculpture and roots 
her practice in the tradition of site specificity and the 
ephemeral play with the language of signs. Carl 
Andre, Alighiero Boetti, Lygia Clark, Michael Asher, 
Daniel Buren, David Lamelas, Hollis Frampton are 
some artists that she admires.  
A Canon A-1 camera accompanies her every move as 
she starts to develop the Travelogue, on a par with 
Tacita Dean’s collections of postcards. Moth shares 
with Dean an obsessive dedication to the refined 
capacities of analogue technology and a slightly 
nostalgic take on British peculiarities. Her constant 
dialogue since the 1990s with artist-collector 
extraordinaire, Peter Fillingham, materialises in their 
library, an ever-growing collaborative work, engaging 
with the potential significance of an archive (yet to 
have a public outing). Moth is, for instance, a declared 
admirer of art historian Aby Warburg’s achievements 
and rigorous methodology. Attentiveness to the 
printed medium and documentation filters into Moth’s 
approach to publications.  

Holland 
Moth then moved to Maastricht to research at the Jan 
van Eyck Academie, where her overall project was 
fine-tuned and took an international turn. She explains 
the photographic backbone of her practice thus: 
‘Travelogue is an organic thought process, a collage.’ 
This pool of images adapts to each context, finding 
expression in situ. It is edited, externalised, made 
manifest. Moth sometimes invites other voices and 
narratives to engage with these images – like those of 
Maeve Connolly and Sadie Murdoch in Paris recently. 
She composes with plinths, plants, light, slide 
projections, photographs and curtains to highlight the 
poetics of space and enhance its experience. Indeed 
Gaston Bachelard’s 1958 La Poétique de l’espace 
(Poetics of Space) features high on her reading list. 
On occasion, such environments become the subject 
of a new work – a photograph of a different kind, the 
documentation of an ephemeral occurrence becomes 
art.  

Angleterre 
Londres l'appelle et Moth choisit d'étudier la sculpture 
à la Slade School of Art. Constructivisme, brutalisme, 
minimalisme et conceptualisme nourrissent sa 
sensibilité esthétique et ses affinités formelles. 
Consciente des enjeux de l'exposition, de la 
présentation et re-présentation de l'art, Moth interroge 
ces notions en creusant les possibles liens entre 
photographie et sculpture. Elle place les origines de 
son travail dans la tradition des œuvres in situ qui 
prennent en charge la spécificité d'un espace et 
s'intéresse à l'instabilité des signes et du langage. 
Parmi ses grandes admirations, Carl Andre, Alighiero 
Boetti, Lygia Clark, Michael Asher, Daniel Buren, 
David Lamelas et Hollis Frampton.  
Son appareil photo Canon A-1 accompagne le 
moindre de ses déplacements dès les débuts de son 
Travelogue que l'on pourrait comparer aux collections 
de cartes postales de Tacita Dean. Moth et Dean 
partagent une attirance obsessionnelle pour les 
finesses de l'argentique et une nostalgie insatiable 
pour les curiosités venues d'Angleterre. Depuis les 
années 1990, sa collaboration avec l'extraordinaire 
collectionneur et artiste Peter Fillingham a pris la 
forme d'un répertoire en constante évolution, une 
possible archive en devenir (qui n'a pas encore été 
montrée en public). Moth est d'ailleurs une 
admiratrice invétérée de l'œuvre de l'historien de l'art 
Aby Warburg et de sa rigoureuse méthodologie. Son 
rapport à l'édition n'est pas sans lien avec son 
attachement au support imprimé et à la 
documentation.  

Hollande 
Moth déménage ensuite à Maastricht pour une 
résidence à la Jan van Eyck Academie : ses recherches 
se précisent et prennent un tournant international. Elle 
explique la base de sa pratique photographique ainsi : 
"Travelogue est un processus de pensée organique, un 
collage." Cette banque d'images s'adapte à chaque 
contexte et trouve son expression in situ en s'affirmant 
par le biais du montage. Moth invite parfois d'autres 
voix, d'autres récits à venir interagir avec ces images, 
c'est le cas de Maeve Connolly et Sadie Murdoch 
récemment à Paris. Socles, plantes, lumières, 
projections de diapositives, photographies et rideaux, 
Moth développe sa poétique de l'espace et accentue 
l'expérience de celui-ci. Ce n’est pas un hasard si La 
Poétique de l’espace (1958) de Gaston Bachelard 
figure parmi ses lectures privilégiées. Ces 
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Expanded Field 
During her time in Holland, her collaborative projects 
with Falke Pisano, under the umbrella name of 
falkeandcharlotte, were curatorial in nature. Ellen de 
Bruijne offered them the Dolores project space of her 
gallery in Amsterdam for six months; they launched 
invitations to other artists, encounters in space and 
time. Charlotte Moth subsequently enrolled in a 
number of residency programmes which enabled her 
to exponentially expand her source material in places 
that range from Los Angeles, Tokyo, Galway, 
Stuttgart or Corsica, and so the list will continue. The 
specifics of location don’t find an outlet in her work – 
anonymity, commonality and universality are essential 
to her serialised proposals. Yet this neutrality or 
levelling allows for any manner of personal 
interpretation.  
Now, Paris is her elected living quarter. More 
specifically and suitably, she is based in Saint-Ouen, 
the Northern suburb of Paris where the Surrealists 
André Breton and Alberto Giacometti famously 
delighted in the flea market during the late-1920s. It 
seems appropriate to picture Moth following the mode 
of objective chance in such places not dissimilar to the 
car boot sales or antique stores she reports having 
frequented so assiduously in the UK. She raves about 
her encounters with Le Corbusier and Mallet-Stevens 
as much as with illustrious unknowns in the back 
streets here, there and everywhere. Envisaging herself 
and the Travelogue as fundamentally itinerant, the fact 
that André Cadere is amongst her heroes comes as no 
surprise. Moth’s explorations of space give current 
resonance to Cadere’s artistic activity.  

Caroline Hancock is a curator based in 
Paris.  

IMAGE CREDITS 
All images: 
Charlotte Moth, Travelogue, 2010 
Courtesy of the artist and Marcelle Alix, Paris 

 

environnements deviennent parfois le sujet d'une 
nouvelle œuvre, une photographie d'un genre nouveau 
: la documentation d'un événement éphémère se 
transforme en art.  

Élargir le champ 
Pendant son séjour en Hollande, elle collabore avec 
l'artiste Falke Pisano sous le nom de 
falkeandcharlotte. Ce projet de nature plutôt 
curatoriale s'installe pendant six mois dans l'espace de 
la galerie Dolores project à Amsterdam, mis à 
disposition par Ellen de Bruijne. Elles invitent d'autres 
artistes, provoquent des rencontres dans le temps et 
l'espace. Moth fait ensuite plusieurs résidences qui lui 
permettent d'élargir ses sources de façon exponentielle 
: Los Angeles, Tokyo, Galway, Stuttgart, la Corse, la 
liste est longue. Son travail, souvent en série, ne 
cherche pas tant à révéler la spécificité d'un lieu mais 
à privilégier l'anonymat, la standardisation et 
l'universalité ; ce qui n'empêche pas à ses 
photographies souvent neutres et objectives de faire 
émerger une forme d'interprétation subjective.  
Moth vit désormais à Paris, ou plutôt à Saint-Ouen 
dans la banlieue nord de Paris, là où à la fin des 
années 1920, les surréalistes André Breton et Alberto 
Giacometti passent leur temps dans le célèbre marché 
aux puces de la ville. On imagine aisément Moth 
flâner au hasard dans les vides greniers et autres 
antiquaires qu'elle avait l'habitude de fréquenter en 
Angleterre. Elle divague sur de possibles rencontres 
avec Le Corbusier et Mallet-Stevens aussi bien 
qu'avec d'illustres inconnus dans les rues lointaines, 
là-bas ou ici, partout. Le Travelogue s'envisage alors 
comme une œuvre fondamentalement nomade. Il n'est 
pas surprenant qu'André Cadere figure parmi ses 
héros. D'une certaine manière, les explorations de 
Moth donnent une résonance actuelle à son art.  

Caroline Hancock est commissaire 
d'exposition. Elle vit et travaille à Paris.  

IMAGE CREDITS 
All images: 
Charlotte Moth, Travelogue, 2010 
Courtesy of the artist and Marcelle Alix, Paris 
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Tuesday, 23 March 2010 
Charlotte Moth - Kunstlerstatte Bleckede 

 
Scattered thoughts after a subjective gaze into Charlotte Moth’s use of images 
She: Charlotte Moth 
He: extracts from William T. Vollman’s The Rifles 
I: Francesco Pedraglio 
The first thing she did was to select some images and send them to me. 
He wrote: “Maybe life is a process of trading hopes for memories”. 
He actually started a new paragraph with this line, breaking the silence with it, projecting me directly into 
the middle of an unexpected chain of thoughts. 
I, a reader like you, couldn’t do anything else but accept it and draw my personal consequences. 
Meanwhile she showed me these images, avoiding adding any specific comment on them. Again I’m in the 
middle of something I don’t quite grasp, something not mine and yet so faintly familiar: have I already been 
there? Do I know this corner? Did I stare at that sign before, did I dance or eat or talk in this room, in this 
corridor, under this sky? 
It was all quite abrupt. I had simply to acknowledge their presence, the presence of these images and these 
spaces in my head and in my memory, in my eyes and now in my life. 
He said that it may all be a process of trading hopes for memories, and I bet he wrote it in a single breath. 
She took some pictures and sent them to me, and I suspect he didn’t verbalise the exact reason for her 
selection. 
I felt the existence of a relation between the two events, him and her, written words and photographs, but 
couldn’t work out why. 
He was talking about life in its broader terms, life in general, the expectations that life brings in and the 
representations we commonly create out of it. 
The life he is talking about is the life of someone who creates memories by withdrawing images, the images 
of his own being in a specific environment, absorbing its functionality and living its consequences. 
She starts where he ends: images. She moves backwards in the opposite direction. They are 
complementary. She takes images to create impressions, memories of spaces and places, of the 
indiscriminate that, under her lens, could become geometry, light, rhythm, stillness or movement. Hence 
she too arrives to talk about life, life in its broader sense. She arrives from the opposite end though. 
Here they meet again, him and her, matching top-to-bottom through the complex significance of what an 
image is or could be. They cross each other on the field of the perfect image, the one that establishes the 
correct relationship between remote things grasped in their maximum distance. 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_nt09Yk0Vxsk/S6iNksrIKZI/AAAAAAAAAiQ/Q6Ei7fHEz3k/s1600-h/IMG.jpg
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They both search for perfect images, even if through different paths and opposite starting points: from 
life’s expectation to its representation for him, and from life’s representation to its conceptualisation for 
her. 
I finally gain an elusive instant of contact between them: photographs turning into images and hopes being 
traded for memories. Temporality is forever lost, becoming timeless anonymity, profitable mystery, 
organised clash and constructed continuum. 
She is not a photographer and that’s why her images are neither abstraction, nor pure technique: they are 
mystery, hers as well as ours. 
He is not constructing theories and that’s why his reading of ‘life as shift to memory’ is never objectively 
traceable, leaving any categorisation at the mercy of ambiguity. 
A balance has now been formed. The relation between her images and his phrase – or between the 
photographs she sent me, and my interpretation of them – is based on my position as spectator/reader. 
Through their work I enter into the wider field of collective memory, universally accessible and yet always 
constructed into subjectivity, my subjectivity as viewer. 
Her images are displaced residues of the sites they have come to depict. Like any other image she took, the 
one she sent me can’t be defined just through her eyes; they inevitably incorporate other personal readings 
that I, the subject who received them, might place upon them. This is her phenomenology of the image. A 
photograph, light through the lens and onto the film, a simple frame, but also a perfect image, a 
constellation of signs and potential dialogue between past and future, between the morbidly common and 
the uniquely mine. 
He stops where she began. She arrives where he started. They link for an instant, for a fleeting gaze in their 
use of the image as both pure documentation and possible narrative. 
While he spoke of life as a process of trading hopes for memories, she thought of how something could 
look like a picture before you take a picture of it. And what happens once you do it, once you do take that 
picture and store it, conserve it between other pictures and utilise it in different environments? Isn’t that 
what he meant when he spoke of hope being traded for memories? Any photograph of an architectural 
space becomes an atmosphere, a phenomenological hope for a different understanding. Not simply a 
picture of that space, but of me as viewer-reader, of every subject looking at it. Other eyes transforming 
images into personal expectations. From memory to hope. 
If I could ask him now about his phrase, he would probably not recall where he was at the time he wrote it, 
what he was doing or wearing, the colour of the walls or the fabric of the half-closed curtains masking the 
sunlight. Instead she knows the colour of the walls, the shadows produced by the sun crashing against the 
asphalt, by the light changing through the reflective glass of the buildings. 
Her description: meticulous representations of objects and spaces, so meticulously researched that they 
blur like his words, they become abstract, like paintings. 
They are together again. From their two different worlds, they both agree not to show every side of things, 
allowing themselves a margin of indefiniteness. 
And I’m this indefiniteness. I, left in front of that phrase and these images. I, the viewer-reader, as any 
viewer-reader. We are the reason these interpretations exist. We are the reason their work is so far and yet 
so close. 
 
 
Posted by A Certain Realism at 02:44  
Francesco Pedraglio 
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http://www.blogger.com/profile/11256240459764678383
http://acertainrealism.blogspot.fr/2010/03/charlotte-moth-kunstlerstatte-bleckede.html
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